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Let’s collaborate for success
By Nicole Matson, Climate Change
Coalition of Door County
When the Climate Change Coalition
of Door County first developed
the idea of bringing a free program
about regenerative agriculture and
soil conservation to Door County,
we knew we needed help from the
experts, our local farmers.
We were first introduced
to Lauren Brey from Cycle Farm
and Brey Family Beef and Whitney
Prestby of the UW-Madison
Extension, who brought an abundance
of enthusiasm to our project. Lauren
and Whitney invited us to tour
Kinnard Farms and Cycle Farm to

learn their conservation practices on
large-scale working farms. We were
inspired by their drive to integrate
new techniques and technologies into
productive and sustainable farming
practices.
Many organizations and
networks work together to help each
farm learn, adapt, grow and succeed.
Their conservation practices such
as rotational grazing and nutrient
management will help mitigate climate
change’s effects by sequestering
carbon in the soil and preventing
rainwater runoff. As part of Peninsula
Pride Farms and Door-Kewaunee
Demo Farms Network, conservation

practices can be shared and taught
to other farmers looking to transition
to sustainable agriculture. The more
farmers work together to introduce
these innovative and sustainable
practices, the more they will reduce
the effects of climate change.
The Climate Change Coalition
enjoys building on these collaborations
to share new ideas and information
far and wide. We look forward to
developing new relationships, making
public education more accessible,
and keeping ourselves informed of
solutions already in place to mitigate
climate change.
(continued on page 2)
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Farmers are citizen scientists, too
By Steve Richter,
Director of agriculture strategies, The
Nature Conservancy
A recent story on the front page of
the Wisconsin State Journal featured
the happy reunion of a young owl and
its family after it fell out of its nest.
This was the first sighting of a barn
owl in Wisconsin in over 20 years. The
story got me excited about my annual
participation in the Christmas Bird
Count, where I will identify every bird
I see on Jan. 2. These bird counts are
done across the world, as citizens like
you and I are assigned a count territory
to drive and walk.
Counts have been taking place every
year for over 100 years. It’s one of the
best examples of citizens pooling their
observations together to help identify
trends in population status. Today, in

Wisconsin alone, citizens can take
part in a Sandhill crane count, a frog
and toad survey, or a Loon watch, to
name just a few of the possibilities.
The same kind of citizen activism
is taking place in farmer-led groups.
Farmers use incentive funds to try new
practices and share observations at field
days or sit on a panel at winter meetings.
The Natural Resources Conservation
Service has created demonstration
farm networks across the eastern half
of Wisconsin, another example of
farmers sharing their findings. Farmers
have always been citizen scientists,

trying out many new practices and
products in their fields and barns.
For the seventh straight year,
The Nature Conservancy will offer
incentive funds to farmer-led groups in
2022, encouraging farmers to try new
practices. Additionally, we’ll encourage
each group to have field days, take
advantage of social media, and utilize
newsletters as a platform for farmers
to share their stories with neighboring
farmers.
Members of farmer-led groups do
some of our nation’s most important
environmental work. Now, I am off to
do my part for nature with binoculars in
hand to count chickadees and juncos!

(continued from page 1)

On Jan. 13, 2022, the Climate
Change Coalition will present
Soil Health and the Benefits
of Regenerative Agriculture
- a panel discussion with
representatives from Cycle Farm
and Brey Family Beef, Kinnard
Farms, Polich Farms, and Door
Karma Farms, moderated by
Jamie Patton, senior outreach
specialist with the Nutrient and
Pest Management program, UWMadison, at 7:00 pm at the Kress
Pavilion in Egg Harbor, WI. For
more information, please visit
climatechangedoorcounty.com/
upcoming-events.
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The first barn owl in Wisconsin in 20 years was documented recently.

President’s Message

Another year with great success
By Don Niles, board president
Greetings, it is with
satisfaction that we
can all look back on
another successful
year. After throwing
some
curveballs
recently, Mother Nature once again
provided nice conditions for cows,
crops and innovative conservation
practices in 2021.
As we move on from Thanksgiving
and deer hunting, we have an
opportunity to look back at what
went well, what we can be improved
and improve is repetitive. what can
be improved and what we can change
for future practices. To help with
this type of innovative planning,
PPF has offered – and continues
to offer – ideas for new ways to
approach our farms. For some of us,
that might mean attending monthly
Conservation Conversations that
PPF hosts throughout the growing
months. These have been very popular,
as they offer a quick chance to get
together, see a practice that is being
demonstrated and talk to the farmer

who did the actual work. We certainly
plan to continue these conversations
going forward. Other members prefer
attending the PPF annual meeting
for its variety of topics, larger group
setting and a producer panel all in
one stop. Our next annual meeting
will be Feb. 15 at the Kewaunee Co
Fairgrounds. The event will once again
prove thought-provoking.
Along with our own programs, PPF
has also partnered with Houston
Engineering, based in Minnesota. They
are helping us with a project to score
the different stewardship practices
we are adopting to more accurately
measure the overall impact of our
sustainability efforts on the peninsula.
We can then more accurately
measure the overall impact our
sustainability efforts are having on the
peninsula. This is a major undertaking
with a commitment of both time and
funding from PPF members that are
participating. Once again, The Nature
Conservancy has been instrumental
in helping with both funding and
encouragement of these efforts.

This summer and fall we have also
supported the Kewaunee County
Land and Water Department in a
large-scale well testing project. This
involved testing several hundred wells
in summer, followed by a second set
of different wells this November.
The November results are not back
yet, but there were a couple of key
takeaways from the first round. In the
summer testing, we found that the
percentage of private wells that test
positive for coliform is right around
the state average. We also found that
several of the coliform-positive wells
can be fixed by simply replacing the
old well cap with a new sealed well cap.
I hope you find value in the topics we
provide our members. Please always
feel welcome to share with any of the
PPF board of directors your thoughts
as to what you would like to see more
of and any new areas we have not yet
addressed. Thanks, as always, for your
support, and , and we look forward to
a successful 2022!			
-Don

Regenerative farming: A systematic
approach to reducing carbon footprint
Rick Clark, a farmer from Indiana who presented at our field day
this summer, was recently featured on the Dairy Stream podcast
talking about how farmers can reduce their carbon footprint through
conservation practices.
Special thanks to The Nature Conservancy for sponsoring this
episode.
Listen to the full episode on your favorite podcast app or https://
bit.ly/39qZ67J
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Creating conversation across the
Abundance of Conservation Conversations this year
By Anne Moore for PPF
Our farmers’ voices are being
heard across the Peninsula. PPF
has been working toward having our
communities understand how we are
practicing conservation to not only
improve soil health and water quality
but also, to ensure we can continue to
farm here.
Peninsula Pride Farms hosted
seven Conservation Conversations
(CC) this year starting on April 27
and ending on Oct. 26. Roughly 120
attendees learned from these field
days. Thank you to all the farms that
hosted these events including Mike
Vandenhouten, Augustian Farms
(twice), Ebert Enterprises, Pagel’s
Ponderosa, Olson Family Farms and
Kinnard Farms.
Soil Biomass
To start the season, farmers looked
at the soil biomass deep in a soil pit
with Jamie Patton, senior outreach
specialist in the Nutrient and Pest
Management Program at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison.
“There were 100 pounds of oats
planted last fall, and there is a
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tremendous amount of biomass in this
field,” Patton said. “We don’t need to
till this in. Many farmers get anxious
about seeing this much residue out
here, but as long as our equipment
is set up for this, it is going to be no
problem to no-till plant.”
As Patton dug into the soil, she
showed the immense cover crop root
structure and numerous earthworms.
The soil was a dark, rich black color
and crumbled as Patton broke it
apart. She also showed a clear soil
demarcation where at one time it was
conventionally tilled compared to
today’s practices.
Confidence in no-till pays dividends
Aaron Augustian graciously hosted
twice – once in the spring and again
in the fall – to show both seasons on
the same ground. He discussed the
advantages of no-till conservation
practices and what he’s learned from
failures.
Augustian, whose farm is less than 2
miles from Lake Michigan, decided to
start no-tilling his land four years ago
because of his proximity to the lake.

He has noticed many improvements.
“The soil structure is improving
slowly,” Augustian said. “We are
noticing that when it rains, we have
more infiltration of rainwater that
stays on the soil. Along with manure
application, it seems to stick to the
soil better with the growing cover crop
out here.”
Nick
Guilette
from
Ebert
Enterprises was among several
experts who provided insights at these
gatherings.
“No-till offers some flexibility
when it comes to rotation planting,”
Guilette said. “When we start talking
about soil health benefits, we notice a
lot of things: better infiltration, better
soil structure, and fewer passes over
the field leads to fuel savings. Several
benefits come quickly when a farm
decides to practice no-tilling.”
Augustian started with 25 percent
of his acres under no-till practices
before advancing to more acres. He
is now at 95 percent doing no-till and
planting corn into green. Shared at
the second field day were the results

e countryside
of how the corn performed in a no-till
field that was planted green. Augustian
said that earlier in the year they had
germination issues with uneven corn
plants, but as the year went on it did
not affect yields.
The cornfield on display was
previously four-year-old alfalfa,
which was terminated in fall 2020.
Augustian then came in with a notill drill and planted a multi-species
cover crop of radishes, turnips, clover
and winter rye. Throughout the fall
and winter, the farm applied sandladen manure and liquid manure,
following their nutrient management
plan. Manure is the main source of
nutrients here.
Guilette focused on the benefits
in the soil health aspects of planting
green. He showed how the soil
displays past roots which help hold
the soil together. There are also a
lot of earthworms going through the
soil profile which in turn helps the
corn roots explore and utilize more
nutrients.
The group agreed that the evidence

is out on the cover crops by the count
of earthworms present in no-till fields.
Guilette said five years ago in one
spade shovel there were no worms,
now it is more like 10 to 15.
Overall, Augustian has the
confidence to talk with other farmers
about why no-till is increasing profit
margins and saving time. Increasing
bushels per acre isn’t the ultimate goal
when implementing a no-till strategy,
Guilette said.
“Yield is one thing, but margin per
acre is also important,” he said. “There
is fuel savings, and Aaron’s field didn’t
have to get tilled twice or even three
times. There was a no-till pass and
maybe a little bit more money was
used on the herbicide program. Some
scouting needs to occur to see if
weeds are under control or potentially
if there are army or cutworms. It will
take a little bit more boots-on-theground scouting, but that is savings
per acre.”
In July, PPF hosted another no-till
related CC at Pagel’s Ponderosa in
Kewaunee, this time about the long-

term effect and related costs.
Dave LaCrosse, cropping manager
at Pagel’s, said the practices not only
make the crops and environment
happy but farmers’ checkbooks, too.
Pagel’s cornfield has been in no-till
for 11 years.
“When you have good soil, it’s easy
to get seed in the ground,” LaCrosse
said. “No-till helps with that.”
(continued on page 6)

Aaron Augustian showed his plantgreen field, post harvest.
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LaCrosse said the benefits include
less soil compaction when there are
fewer passes with equipment. Along
with using less manpower, a farmer
doesn’t have to worry as much about
the cost of fuel or wear and tear on
equipment, and best of all, it saves
time.
Long-term use of no-till allows the
organic matter and microorganisms
to give the soil what it needs. There is
organic matter on the top feeding the
soil. Fertilizer costs are low. And the
planter is set up the same for no-till
versus tillage and the goal is to get the
seed 2.5 inches or more to get a nicer
stand.
Irrigation system
Our CC at Ebert Enterprises had
a great new topic. Randy Ebert and
Nick Guilette discussed the center
point drop nozzle irrigation system’s
ability to use water from feed pads.
This water, formally called leachate, is
created when water trickles through a
pile of feed and nutrient particles from
the feed is absorbed into the water.
Nick and Randy explained that
using leachate on growing crops helps
to recycle the valuable nutrients from
the feed as well as the water. This is
an efficient way of using the leftover
nutrients that would have otherwise
been wasted. The practice is also a
productive use of machinery, as there
are no trucks on the road hauling.
Attendees saw how Ebert Enterprises
has a pipeline that directly transports
leachate to the center point drop
nozzle system to irrigate area fields.
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Experimenting with different cover
crops techniques
Olson Family Farms hosted a CC in
Oct. showcasing how their different
cover crop techniques have been
performing. Eric and Rich Olson
had two techniques for the group
to observe. First, was inter-seeding
cover crops into V3 corn. Agronomist
Nathen Nysse said this is some of the
best inter-seeding he’s seen.
Olson inter-seeded a red clover
rye annual grass into a V3 corn silage
field. He is leaving it in the field to
help grow nitrogen and leave it as a
cover through the winter.
“The goal here is water quality,
nitrogen retention plus also living
cover to protect the soil from erosion
throughout the winter and spring
months,” Nysse said. “Our goal here
is a success in my opinion.”
The other practice Olson had on
display was the multispecies cover
crop planted in a wheat field. Olson
explained half the field was verticaltilled and planted while the other was
no-tilled and planted right into the
wheat stubble. The cover crop mixture
used was oats, tillage radishes and half
a pound of turnips.
The vertical-tilled crop was green,
lush large turnips and radishes while
the cover planted into the wheat
stubble was much smaller. It will be
interesting to see the difference in
snow color this winter as to which
ground will warm up and create that
brown snow first due to how much
cover will be left.
He plans to plant corn right into the

cover crop this coming spring. The
hope is to retain some of the nutrients
the cover provides, and to preserve
the soil over the winter.
The last CC of the season was at
Kinnard Farms. Kinnard showed his
contour buffer strips to see firsthand
how the farm is practicing regenerative
agriculture. This field has been in notill practice for the past six years. It
is strategically split up into 90-foot
strips. Once the corn was harvested,
Kinnard made the decision to leave
some residue behind and plant winter
rye and oats as a cover crop for the
winter.
“The closer you can keep it to nature,
the better,” Kinnard said. The winter
rye will not be harvested in hopes it
will help increase the soil biomass.
In another contour strip, they keep
alfalfa in the rotation. The idea is to
continue building soil to improve the
shallow depth to bedrock and slowly
rebuild organic matter.
By leaving the residue and allowing
the soil to regenerate, Kinnard
estimates he has three to four tons
of dry matter per year as new soil.
The goal is to increase organic matter
up to 2.5 percent -2.9 percent. The
alfalfa crop also provides 120-160
pounds of free nitrogen which helps
the corn crop.
It is very evident that farmers in
PPF are excited to continue to try
new conservation practices and share
with the rest of the group how we are
improving soil health, creating new
soil, and protecting water resources.

PPF Member Profile

Member Profile: Guy Overbeck
From PPF
Guy, his wife, Jennifer, and son,
Vince, cash crop 850 acres in
Southern Door County. They also
operate a custom service business
specializing in pesticide application
and no-till planting. They have been
no-till cropping for several years.
Most recently, they no-till planted
into a few cover crop acres. Now, they
have also installed grass buffers in a
few fields.
How has being a member of
PPF helped you accomplish your
conservation goals?
PPF has made me re-evaluate my
conservation goals and continually
strive to do better in his practices. The
networking with other growers and
industry personal have helped as well.
What was the biggest challenge
you faced with implementing a
conservation practice?
Proper timing when spring no-tilling
into a growing cover crop.
Was there anyone who has helped
you along your conservation journey?
If so, who, and what did they do?
Barry Bubolz with NRCS has taken
time to give good insight and tips about
establishing cover crops in the fall and
setting up success in the spring.

Guy Overbeck with son, Vince

What is your advice to someone
who wants to try a new practice but
isn’t sure where to start?
Attend a field day and bring along
a few questions that concern you.
There are many farmers that have
tried various practices, and most are
willing to tell you what works or, more
importantly, what went wrong.
Were there any unanticipated
outcomes from any of the practices
you’ve tried?
How different weeds or bugs adapt
to cropping system changes.
What surprised you the most after
you tried planting into green for the
first time?
Once the planter was set correctly,
I noticed it was much easier compared
to a burndown.

How has PPF helped you understand
conservation practices?
I learned quite a bit about sediment
reduction and how farmers must all
contribute to reduce sediment loss.
Why is it important for you to have
a sustainable farm?
I don’t really like the word
“sustainable.” I believe it all about
making informed farming decisions
and utilizing the best tools currently
available to us. As a result, I plan to
carry on as the fourth generation
on our farm and keep improving our
conservation practices and farm
production.
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2022 Annual Meeting

Mark your calendars for Feb. 15

Join us in person to hear about PPF”s accomplishments from
the past year and plans for 2022
When: 10 a.m.-2:15 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 15
Where: Kewaunee County Fairgrounds
Agenda: 2021 project updates, Jamie Patton, (senior outreach
specialist, UW-Extension), Brad Gingras, Superior Strategies,
will speak on differences in generations characteristics and how
that can create problems in the work place, and Farmer panel on
conservation practices.

Upcoming Events:
Climate Change Coalition
of Door County
Jan. 13
Kress Pavilion in Egg Harbor
Producer-Led Watershed Workshop
Feb. 23
Rothschild
WI Cover Crop Conference
Feb. 24
Rothschild

Watch your email and check peninsulapridefarms.org > Events
for full details.
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